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Introduction:
In the last couple of decades, use of robots has become an increasingly popular
and viable option in fulfilling a wide array of tasks. In particular, autonomous robots
have found widespread use due to their ability to do tasks efficiently and cost effectively
without human control. This report will focus on an example named FlareBot (Figure 1),
which competed in Roborodentia 2013.

Figure1: FlareBot, an example of an autonomous robot.

Overview of Robot Functionality:
• FlareBot is designed to autonomously navigate on a predetermined path
and stack any cans it comes across.
• Once a set number of cans are stacked, the stack is placed on the surface
the robot is travelling on, and the robot then restarts the process.
• At any given time during its run, if the robot gets too close to a barrier, it
moves backward until it is sufficiently far enough from the barrier to have
enough space to turn. These functionalities are provided by a number of
sensors and motors incorporated in the structure of the robot.
• Figure 2 shows a layout of the field that the robot navigated on during
Roborodentia. The colored circles represent the cans, the black lines are
used as guides, and the light green line shows the defined path of the
robot from the starting point.

Figure2: Layout of Roborodentia competition field and path of
FlareBot.

Design of FlareBot:
The design and construction of the robot is detailed in this section, and includes
sections for electronics, software, and mechanics.
Electronics:
Electronic component were incorporated into the robot using modular design
concepts. That is, each component consisted of a mini circuit, which were combined to
form the overall circuit through a microcontroller.

•

Figure 3 illustrates a schematic of the overall circuit. All components used for the
robot are shown, although specific pinouts from the microcontroller are not
shown here.

Figure 3: Electronics schematic of
FlareBot.

•

This section describes the schematic in Figure 2.
o The DC motors (the two wheel motors as well as the low-power stacking motor)
are connected to the microcontroller via two identical but separate motor
controllers. The controllers are used because a single microcontroller itself cannot
handle the current needed to drive a DC motor. Each controller is powered by a
12V battery pack and can handle up to two motors, with a maximum operating
voltage of 12V. The direction that each motor turns is determined by the polarity
of the current entering the motor; this is controlled through digital logic from the
microcontroller. The motor controllers have pins that control the current for this
logic. The speed of the motors is controlled through a technique known as pulse
width modulation (PWM).
 The two wheel motors are used to provide movement to the entire frame
of the robot, and can change logic in tandem to move the robot forward,
backward, left, or right.
 The third motor is used to provide the ability to stack cans using “elevator
design” (see section titled “Mechanics and Hardware”).
o The two servos are powered by a common 6V battery pack, and each has one lead
connected to the microcontroller to control its logic, which is angle-based.
 The servos are used in tandem to grab and release cans that are detected by
the line sensor, and are the core features of the robot’s “arm”.

o The infrared (IR) sensor and line sensor are both powered by 5V from the
micocontroller. Each provides input to the microcontroller in analog form, which
is then output to digital values.
 The IR sensor consists of an LED that emits infrared light, and a receiver
node. Light emitted by the LED gets reflected back by the first object it
encounters, and gets captured by the receiver. This then produces an
electric current based on intensity of the light (the closer the object, the
shorter the wavelength of the light ad hence higher intensity). This current
is then transmitted to the microcontroller analog input. In this case, the IR
sensor was used to indicate whether or not the robot was too close to a
barrier.
 The line sensor needs the circuit in Figure 4 in order to function correctly.
The sensor itself consists of an IR LED which emits light over a surface.
In the two extreme cases, if the surface is white, all light will be reflected;
if the surface is black, all light will be absorbed by the surface. In general
however, the darker the color of the surface, the more the light is
absorbed, and thus less light is reflected back to the sensor. The value
transmitted by the senor to the microcontroller is directly proportional to
the amount of light absorbed. That is, a darker surface will result in a
lower value than a lighter surface. The line sensor was used to detect cans
by their color.

Figure 4: Schematic of line sensor
circuit. Resistors ensure reasonable
output values.



The microcontroller, ATMega329p, is the core electronic component of
the robot. It provides power and ground to some of the components, and
controls the logic and functionality, and detects input, of all other
components. It can be powered through USB connections or through
battery pack of at least 9V, which was the case for this robot. The

functionality of the microcontroller is software-based. The section titled
“Software” details this functionality.
Software:
The ATMega328p uses the Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to
handle source code for the functionality of the microcontroller. The code is written in the objectoriented language C++. The Arduino IDE has several libraries that provide relevant functions for
use in the code. The full source code for the robot can be found in the Appendix of this report.
• Below are two segments of code that handle the servos. Arduino’s Servo.h library was
included to do this. The first segment shows two objects of the type “Servo” being
declared, one for each of the two servos. The second segment shows the logic for moving
each servo. The movement is controlled through a loop in which the servo is advanced by
one degree is moved (with the “write” function found in the servo library) by one degree
from the largest set angle to the desired angle (in this case 410). At the same time, the
other servo is set to move in the opposite direction due to its placement 900 from the first
one. For each movement, 5 ms is used to make a “smooth” movement of the servo.
#include <Servo.h>
Servo myservo;
Servo myservo2;

void clench() {
for(pos = 80; pos >= 41; pos -=1) // goes from 180 degrees to 0 degrees
{
pos2 = 180 - pos;
myservo.write(pos);
// tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos'
myservo2.write(pos2);
delay(5);
// waits 5ms for the servo to reach the position
}
}

•

void unclench() {
for(pos = 40; pos < 80; pos += 1) // goes from 0 degrees to 180 degrees
{
// in steps of 1 degree
pos2 = 180 - pos;
myservo.write(pos);
// tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos'
myservo2.write(pos2);
delay(5);
// waits 5ms for the servo to reach the position
}
}
The wheel DC motors are controlled with the following sets of functions to control the
logic to move forward, backward, left, or right. Each motor is controlled by two logic
pins through the motor controller.
o To move forward, the two pins on each motor must be set to the opposite logic.
For example, if pin1 on one motor is set to high, the second pin on the motor must

be set to low. On the other motor, the configuration is reversed, as the motor faces
in the opposite direction. In addition, each motor is controlled by a third “enable”
pin which provides an analog PWM signal which yields the motor’s speed.
Higher values indicate higher duty cycle and hence higher speed.
void forward()
{
analogWrite(speedpinA,spead);//input a simulation value to set the speed
analogWrite(speedpinB,spead);
digitalWrite(pinI4,HIGH);//turn DC Motor B move clockwise
digitalWrite(pinI3,LOW);
digitalWrite(pinI2,LOW);//turn DC Motor A move anticlockwise
digitalWrite(pinI1,HIGH);
}
o To move the robot backward, the logic is set to the opposite of that needed to
move forward.
void backward()
{
analogWrite(speedpinA,spead);//input a simulation value to set the speed
analogWrite(speedpinB,spead);
digitalWrite(pinI4,LOW);//turn DC Motor B move anticlockwise
digitalWrite(pinI3,HIGH);
digitalWrite(pinI2,HIGH);//turn DC Motor A move clockwise
digitalWrite(pinI1,LOW);
}
o To turn left, the left motor is set to have the same logic as when to move
backward, while the right motor is set to move forward. This makes both motors
turn clockwise.
void left()
{
analogWrite(speedpinA,spead);//input a simulation value to set the speed
analogWrite(speedpinB,spead);
digitalWrite(pinI4,HIGH);//turn DC Motor B move clockwise
digitalWrite(pinI3,LOW);
digitalWrite(pinI2,HIGH);//turn DC Motor A move clockwise
digitalWrite(pinI1,LOW);
}
o To turn right, the logic is set to be opposite to that of turning left, making both
motors turn anticlockwise.
void right()
{
analogWrite(speedpinA,spead);//input a simulation value to set the speed
analogWrite(speedpinB,spead);
digitalWrite(pinI4,LOW);//turn DC Motor B move anticlockwise
digitalWrite(pinI3,HIGH);
digitalWrite(pinI2,LOW);//turn DC Motor A move anticlockwise
digitalWrite(pinI1,HIGH);

•

•

•

•

}
o Finally, to stop the robot the “enable” for each motor is set to low.
The third motor is used for stacking. The logic is similar to the other motors except that
one configuration is used to lift (or “spin”) the elevator, while the opposite is used to
lower (or “revert”) the motor. The speed for lifting is also controlled based on a counter
for the number of cans stacked so far so that the lifting yields sufficient space for the next
can.
void revert() {
analogWrite(stackEnable, stackSpeedDown);
digitalWrite(stackPin2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(stackPin1, LOW);
}
void spin(int count) {
analogWrite(stackEnable, stackSpeedUp + (count * 5));
digitalWrite(stackPin2, LOW);
digitalWrite(stackPin1, HIGH);
}
The IR sensor is used in a function called “avoidWalls” which checks to see whether the
value it reads is higher than a certain threshold (indicating that it is too close to another
object at the front), in which case it then moves the robot backward for three seconds,
which gives sufficient space for the robot to turn.
void avoidWalls() {
frontVal = analogRead(frontDistPin);
Serial.println(frontVal);
if(frontVal > 300) {
stop();
backward();
delay(3000);
backed = 1;
}
else {
forward();
}
}
The line sensor is used to detect cans through logic that determines whether the color
value it reads is lower than a certain threshold, an indication that a colored can is detected
and the process of stacking the can will commence.
The process repeats itself for three more cans, each being stacked through calls of
separate functions, when the stack is lowered and released, and the robot moves
backward and starts the routine over again. This routine is illustrated with the data flow
diagram in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Data flow diagram
of software functionality.

Mechanics and Hardware:
• The Arm:
o To stack the cans, an arm was created to grab them into a secure position.
o It is made of wood, and shaped so that each side of the arm is 1350 from the
middle. This makes it easier to determine the angles needed to grab the cans.
o Each side has one servo attached to. The “blade” of each servo has a strip of sheet
metal mounted to the top and bottom sides of the blade, as well as a circular piece
of wood at the end of the blade. The circular shape is used to allow some
flexibility in where exactly the blade comes in contact with a can. It is also made
to hold a can by its “lip” at the lid.
o The blades in effect enable the arm to have “claws” to grab the cans.
o The finished arm is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The completed
robot arm.

•

Elevator-based design:
o The other major mechanical component of the robot is the elevator-based design
to stack cans.
o The “elevator” consists of a pulley system utilizing a thick nylon string attached
to the arm. The pulley is driven by the movement of the gears of the stacking
motor.
o A support shaft made of aluminum is mounted on to the wooden backboard of the
elevator. The shaft consists of two drawer slides attached to the rear of the arm.
These slides provide a smooth movement for the arm during lifting, which also
reduces friction during the process, in turn requiring less power for the motor.

o Figure 7 shows a partial view of the elevator. The drawer slides are behind the
metallic folds of the shaft.

Figure 7: The
elevator system for
stacking.

•

The Base:
o The base supports the elevator, arm, and wheels for the robot. Like the rest of the
main frame, it is also created out of wood.
o Figure 8 shows the shape of the base. The opening at the front is designed with
the shape of the arm in mind, and also to provide space for cans to be gathered in
the stacking area.
o Each side of the front end has caster wheels mounted in order to assist in turning
the robot. The rear end has the wheels mounted onto it. This became necessary as
the center of mass of the robot is at the rear, and wheels at the front would have
their torque greatly reduced due to the rear relying on casters to steer.

Figure 8: Outline of the
robot’s base.

Performance Testing and Evaluation:
• As building the robot was a multi-step process, incremental testing of components was
the preferred approach.
• The first step in this approach was to test each individual electronic component as it
became available to me. This ensured that the component was not defective and could
perform its basic functions.
• Next, the first integration of electronics began with the testing of how motors responded
to IR sensor values. This was a prelude to making the robot reacting to being near a
barrier.
• A similar testing procedure was for the servos, in that they were set to move to certain
angles based on line sensor values detected.
• After satisfactory levels of functionality were determined, algorithms for the overall
functionality of the robot were started to be written. However, the components were still
not yet integrated with the frame of the robot. For example, the navigation of the robot
was implemented, including output from the IR sensor.
• The next step in testing was to ensure that the mechanical aspects of the robot work. This
included checking the integrity of the arm through several can grabs, the functionality of
the elevator and pulley, as well as the strength of the base in supporting all components.
In addition, friction of the wheels was also checked and rectified.
• Next, mechanical components were integrated with the relevant electronics and tested for
their functionality in their specific role in the system. For instance, the servos were
mounted onto the completed arm, and real-time testing was done with the integration of
the line sensor to grab cans when their color was detected. Doing this repeatedly allowed
me to determine what angle to move the “claws” of the arm in order to securely grab a
can. Separately, after the motors were mounted onto the base and the wheels, they were
integrated with the IR sensor to check the robot’s ability to navigate and avoid barriers.
This was also the opportunity to ensure the robot could indeed move autonomously, and
this was done by disconnecting the microcontroller from the computer and instead
powering it solely through a battery pack.
• Finally, the entire robot was completed, enabling me to create various navigation and
stacking scenarios. However, this was also done incrementally.
o Due to limitations of the sensors, it was determined that creating a fixed path for
the robot was convenient rather than more random navigation.
o Initially, a test case was written so that the robot simply moves forward until it
reaches a can, which it stacks. This test was done repeatedly to check for
consistent behavior.
o This test case was then expanded for subsequent cans, and tested one more can at
a time, until it could be proven that the robot can consistently stack four cans.
Turns were added after certain stacks.
• A few major issues showed up during testing.
o The speed and torque of the motors dwindled with lessening battery power. This
not only entailed relatively frequent changes of batteries, but also adversely

affected the speed, movement, and turning of the robot. The stacking
mechanism’s ability was even more badly affected. As the stacking process
involved fixed delays, the lower power meant that cans could not be lifted up or
lowered to the proper positions, sometimes causing the arm to fail to lower down
far enough to pick up subsequent cans. In the worst case scenario, battery power
was so low that at the current PWM the stacking motor failed to pick up enough
torque to move. Rectifying this issue involved extensive testing with different
PWM values and timing delays for stacking. Adding to the challenge was to pick
values for PWM that were not so high as to damage the motors or motor
controllers.
o The nylon string of the elevator was dependent on the extent of the stacking
motor’s and pulley’s rotations. This sometimes caused the string to become too
loose when lowering, which meant that it often wrapped around the outer rod of
the pulley rather than the pulley itself; this would render the stacking ineffective
regardless of how much power was delivered to the motor. This was corrected
through careful initial adjustments to the string as well as the arm’s placement
during lifting and lowering. This was also important to ensure that stacking
happened “smoothly” and efficiently.
o The last major issue was that power was sometimes not delivered to one of the
servos, making that “claw” unable to close on a can. This disrupted the ability to
stack cans. The source of the problem was that the connection the power pin to
the microcontroller was defective, so a new wire was used and the problem was
fixed.

Possible Enhancement to FlareRobot:
Due to time and economic constraints and Roborodentia competition rules, a few possible
enhancements to the robot were ruled out. One enhancement would be to use a combination of
distance sensors, wireless shields and RFID devices to assist in avoiding barriers. This would
also allow the robot to stack cans with a more flexible path. An I2C color sensor could have been
used so as to provide more accurate color values when stacking cans.
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Appendix:
Bill of Materials:
• Electronics:
o Arduino ATMega329p microcontroller, Revision 3: $32
o Pololu 6-12V DC Motor, 75:1 gear ratio (Qty. 2): $19.95/each
o Tamiya 72004 Worm Gearbox with 1.5-4.5V DC Motor: $10.95
o Power HD High-torque Analog Servos (Qty. 2): $19.95/each
o L298 Motor Controller (Qty. 2): $12/each
o Batteries: ~$30
• Software:
o Arduino IDE: Free download (with license agreement)
• Mechanics:
o Lumber pieces: ~$25
o Sheet metal: $17
o Cardboard: Free
o Nylon string: $5

Source Code for FlareBot functionality (file Robot.ino):
#include <Servo.h>
//Two Servo objects created.
Servo myservo;
Servo myservo2;
int pos = 80; // variable to store the servo position
int pos2;
int linePin = 0;
int pinI1 = 7;//Pin 1 for left motor
int pinI2 = 11;//Pin 2 for left motor
int speedpinA = 5;//enable left motor
int pinI3 = 12;//Pin 1 for right motor
int pinI4 = 13;//Pin 2 for right motor
int speedpinB = 6;//enable right motor
int spead = 170;//PWM value for speed of wheel motors
int lineVal; //value read by line sensor
int frontVal; //value read by IR sensor

int frontDistPin = 3;
int stackPin1 = 2; //Input pin 1 for stacking motor
int stackPin2 = 4; //Input pin 2 for stacking motor
int stackEnable = 3; //Enable stacking motor
int stackSpeedUp = 95; //Determine speed to lift arm during stacking
int stackSpeedDown = 55; //Speed to lower arm from stacking. Lower speed than lifting because
lowering happens significantly faster.
int counter = 0; //Keeps track of cans stacked
int backed = 0;
int reset = 0;
int firstTurn = 0;
int secondTurn = 0;
int thirdTurn = 0;
void setup()
{
Serial.begin(9600);
//Set up logic pins for left motor.
pinMode(pinI1,OUTPUT);
pinMode(pinI2,OUTPUT);
pinMode(speedpinA,OUTPUT); //Enable PWM for left motor
//Set up logic pins for right motor.
pinMode(pinI3,OUTPUT);
pinMode(pinI4,OUTPUT);
pinMode(speedpinB,OUTPUT); //Enable PWM for left motor
//Set up logic pins for stacking motor.
pinMode(stackPin1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(stackPin2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(stackEnable, OUTPUT); //Enable PWM for stacking motor.
//Connect servos to pins 9 and 10.
myservo.attach(9);
myservo2.attach(10);
}
//Next five functions control the navigation of the robot through the two wheel DC motors.
void forward() {
analogWrite(speedpinA,spead);//input a simulation value to set the speed
analogWrite(speedpinB,spead);
digitalWrite(pinI4,HIGH);//turn DC Motor B move clockwise
digitalWrite(pinI3,LOW);
digitalWrite(pinI2,LOW);//turn DC Motor A move anticlockwise
digitalWrite(pinI1,HIGH);
}
void backward() {
analogWrite(speedpinA,spead);//input a simulation value to set the speed
analogWrite(speedpinB,spead);

digitalWrite(pinI4,LOW);//turn DC Motor B move clockwise
digitalWrite(pinI3,HIGH);
digitalWrite(pinI2,HIGH);//turn DC Motor A move anticlockwise
digitalWrite(pinI1,LOW);
}
void left() {
analogWrite(speedpinA,spead);//input a simulation value to set the speed
analogWrite(speedpinB,spead);
digitalWrite(pinI4,HIGH);//turn DC Motor B move clockwise
digitalWrite(pinI3,LOW);
digitalWrite(pinI2,HIGH);//turn DC Motor A move clockwise
digitalWrite(pinI1,LOW);
}
void right() {
analogWrite(speedpinA,spead);//input a simulation value to set the speed
analogWrite(speedpinB,spead);
digitalWrite(pinI4,LOW);//turn DC Motor B move anticlockwise
digitalWrite(pinI3,HIGH);
digitalWrite(pinI2,LOW);//turn DC Motor A move anticlockwise
digitalWrite(pinI1,HIGH);
}
void stop() {
digitalWrite(speedpinA,LOW);// Unenable the pin, to stop the motor. This should be done to
avoid damaging the motor.
digitalWrite(speedpinB,LOW);
delay(1000);
}
//Provides the ability to back away from barriers that are too close.
void avoidWalls() {
frontVal = analogRead(frontDistPin);
Serial.println(frontVal);
if(frontVal > 300) {
stop();
backward();
delay(3000);
backed = 1;
}
else {
forward();
}
}

//Default route of the robot. On detection of cans, stacking commences.
void path() {
lineVal = analogRead(linePin);
Serial.println(lineVal);
if(reset == 1) {
firstTurn = 0;
secondTurn = 0;
thirdTurn = 0;
unclench();
backward();
right();
delay(7000);
forward();
avoidWalls();
}
if(lineVal < 270) {
stop();
clench();
stack();
forward();
delay(3500);
stop();
firstTurn = 1;
if(lineVal < 270) {
stop();
stackSecond();
left();
delay(4000);
stop();
forward();
delay(3500);
avoidWalls();
if(lineVal < 270) {
stop();
stackThird();
left();
delay(4000);
stop();
forward();
delay(3500);
revert();
delay(1500);
unclench();
backward();
delay(2000);
}

else {
forward();
}
}
else {
forward();
}
}
else {
forward();
}
}
//Lowers the elevator through the stacking motor.
void revert() {
analogWrite(stackEnable, stackSpeedDown);
digitalWrite(stackPin2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(stackPin1, LOW);
}
//Lifts the elevator. Parameter can be altered to adjust speed to lift cans to the appropriate
heights.
void spin(int count) {
analogWrite(stackEnable, stackSpeedUp + (count * 5));
digitalWrite(stackPin2, LOW);
digitalWrite(stackPin1, HIGH);
}
//Grabs a can when in proximity
void clench() {
for(pos = 80; pos >= 41; pos -=1) // goes from 80 degrees to 41 degrees
{
pos2 = 180 - pos;
myservo.write(pos);
// tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos'
myservo2.write(pos2);
delay(5);
// waits 15ms for the servo to reach the position
}
}
//Releases a can or a stack.
void unclench() {
for(pos = 40; pos < 80; pos += 1) // goes from 40 degrees to 80 degrees
{
// in steps of 1 degree
pos2 = 180 - pos;
myservo.write(pos);
// tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos'
myservo2.write(pos2);

delay(5);

// waits 15ms for the servo to reach the position

}
}
//Next four functions stack first to fourth cansm with delays adjusted to maintain appropriate
heights for the arm.
void stack() {
clench();
spin(counter);
delay(2100);
counter++;
digitalWrite(stackEnable, LOW);
delay(500);
}
void stackSecond() {
revert();
delay(585);
unclench();
revert();
delay(620);
clench();
stop();
spin(1);
delay(3000);
digitalWrite(stackEnable, LOW);
}
void stackThird() {
revert();
delay(625);
unclench();
revert();
delay(640);
clench();
stop();
spin(counter);
delay(3600);
counter++;
digitalWrite(stackEnable, LOW);
}
void stackFourth() {
revert();
delay(640);
unclench();

revert();
delay(650);
clench();
stop();
spin(counter);
delay(4000);
counter++;
digitalWrite(stackEnable, LOW);
}
void loop() {
path();
}

